
STARTUP FUNDRAISING
E-mail Scripts: to get intros and follow up with VCs

The best way to connect with VCs is through personal intros. Your
network will play a key role in this process. This document has the
email templates that you could use in this process. I'm explaining the
whole process in my Looking Ahead YouTube channel. Subscribe to
learn more about the startups fundraising , strategy, product
validation, go-to-market, and other topics to build a fast-growing
billion-dollar company. 

Have an adventure!
Mo

Hello!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-wZbqbY0c02g6M7re3fDRA
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Thursday, 11:30 AM to 2:00 PM 
Friday, 12 to 3 PM
Next Monday, 10 AM to 2 PM

Hey Mike, 

I just learned that you just had a new baby. Congratulations! 

I'm launching my startup. I'd love to pick your brain on the
concept, especially that you have passion about the SaaS
space.

Can we meet over coffee or lunch in the next two weeks? My
treat :)  

I'm available at these times:

Please let me know if non of these work for you. I'll work around
your schedule. 

Best!
Mo

Scenario: Reaching Out to a connection for feedback

Subject: Coffee/Lunch for feedback 
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Begin with a
personal note and

congratulatory

why you're
reaching out. Be

specific

Give different
options. Or better

provide a
calendar link
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Hey Mike, 

Thank a lot for your time and feedback earlier today. I know that
you are super busy these days. So, I'm grateful. 

Scenario: Thanks & Asking for an intro

Subject: Thanks! - Intro to Jeff
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I liked very much your input about my go to market strategy. I'll
make sure that I align our content strategy. Thanks for that! 

Thank you for the offer to connect me with Jeff. I'll follow up with
a separate e-mail that you can reuse for easier introduction. 

Regards!
Mo

Thank them for their
time  and

acknowledge other
stuff they've to do

Mentioned
something they

contributed to

Have it ready!
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Hey Mike, 

Thank again for your feedback. I updated my slide deck. 

Below is an intro template that you can use in your email to Jeff.
As you mentioned, Jeff can provide insights about SaaS
companies.   

Subject: Intro to SaaSio ?
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Regards!
Mo

Give the 3-second
elevator pitch

A blurb about
what the startup

about and, about
you as well

Scenario: Thanks & Asking for an intro

Dear Jeff, 

I'd like to introduce Mo, the co-founder of SaaSio, which help a
SaaS billing solution that doesn't suck.  

Mo is [a blurb about you] 

Mo is looking for [high-level agenda or topic of your first
meeting with Jeff]

with that, I'd leave it to both of you to take it from her. 

Regards!
Mike

why they are 
 connecting them

with you
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